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Pro-Vision offer D-Link Vigilance range
Pro-Vision Distribution Limited, the distributor of branded CCTV and access control
equipment, are pleased to announce that they can now offer D-Link’s new Vigilance
range to the UK installer.
Simon Davies, Internal Sales Manager for Pro-Vision Distribution, said “The Vigilance
camera range from D-Link offers a professional, full featured, high definition video
surveillance solution that is easy to install and highly affordable. These new cameras
are specifically designed to meet a diverse range of surveillance and environmental
requirements - from stand-alone cameras that record videos without the need for any
additional software or equipment to weather/vandal-proof cameras for harsh
environments.“

Simon continued “D-ViewCam - bundled free with D-Link network cameras - enables
users to centrally manage multiple cameras for home or businesses. Supporting up
to 32 network cameras and up to 64 users D-ViewCam is compatible with all current
D-Link network cameras and video servers. It offers the benefits of digital monitoring
and recording with a wide array of features including simultaneous video recording,
playback and live view.
D-ViewCam also provides scheduled, motion and manual recording. Recorded files
can be searched by video type and selected files can be played, edited and
converted into AVI or ASF files. The e-map mode allows users to arrange a map with
camera locations and orientation, whilst other additional features such as auto-patrol,
rotate, zoom, and focus deliver optimal control over video surveillance. Plus you can
keep an eye on your surveillance cameras at any time, anywhere with D-Link’s DViewCam Mobile app which makes it easy to check on your home or business 24/7
wherever you are.”
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About Pro-Vision
Pro-Vision is a CCTV, access control and public address equipment distributor. Supplying the
trade with branded equipment and associated security products. They are authorised
distributors for AMG, Bosch, Canon, Dallmeier, Dedicated Micros, D-Link, Exacq, Fujinon,
IDIS, JVC, LG, LiLin, Mirasys, Panasonic, Pelco, Pentax, Redvision, Samsung, Veracity,
Xtralis, BPT, Nortech, PAC, Siemens and many other major manufacturers. Please visit:
http://www.provision-cctv.com
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